
In science we are continuing to explore and 

investigate reflection.  

Reflection is the returning of light from a surface – 

a ray of light shines on the surface and it is reflected back into our 

eyes so that we can see the object/material. Shiny smooth objects 

are good at reflecting light and rough, bumpy surfaces appear matte 

or dull. 

Did you know moonlight is reflected light!  

Next time you are about to pull forward the curtains in the evening 

look out for the moon. Observe it and then compare it to the sun 

which is a source of light. What is the difference? 

Which materials are most suitable when reflecting light? Look at 

some objects or materials you have at home. Hold them up in turn 

and ask whether they are shiny.  

Are the shiny items sources of light? The answer is:  No! Light is 

reflected off them and then enters our eyes. 

 How else can we describe the objects/materials? E.g. sparkling, 

bright, dazzling, polished, glossy or not shiny, dull, drab, dim. 

Reflective materials reflect the light that lands on them, but there 

has to be a source of light shining on them for them to be seen. 

Fluorescent materials reflect UV light (which we can’t see) as visible 

light that we can see when it enters our eyes. They are particularly 

bright and vivid and easy to see in the dark. 

Who else might use reflective materials for clothing?  

 Police uniforms, cyclists’ jackets, firemen/women’s uniforms, road 

work signs, etc. Watch and discuss video clip at 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/ztcg9j6 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/ztcg9j6


 

              Can you spot the light sources and reflective surfaces in this image? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

Now it’s time to investigate! 

Which materials are good reflectors of light?   

For the investigation you will need the following resources: 

A torch/phone light 

A book, metal spoon, wooden spoon, glass jar, a disc and a hat (any piece of clothing can 

be used) 

 

 

What did you discover? 

 

Which materials are good 

reflectors of light? Can you 

explain why? 

 

 

 



 

 

Computing 

We are looking at Decomposition. 

What is Decomposition? Decomposition is the process of breaking down a 

problem into smaller parts.  

Imagine you want to organise all your DVDs alphabetically and you have a lot of 

them! Where do you start? Chances are you already know the answer. You might 

decompose the task into the following steps: 

Organising DVDS  

Take all of them off your shelf. 

Sort into a pile based on the first letter of the title. 

Start with the A pile. Organise this group into alphabetical order by second and 

third. 

Place them on the shelf. 

Repeat for the rest of the alphabet. 

 

Watch this video clip. 

Mr Moose's problem is that he is hungry.  Find out how he could break down and 

solve his problem.  https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z86pgk7 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/z86pgk7


Now it’s your turn to break down the problem! 

Hand Jive Sequence 

You will need to create hand clapping, hand tutting, or 

hand jive sequences of movements. Then break the 

sequence of action into parts by doing this you will be 

decomposing. This is the process of breaking down a 

problem into smaller parts when making a computer 

game to make it easier to tackle. 

For the activity you will need: 

Example sequence design sheet 

Access to the internet for example videos. 

Basic tutting videos : ww.youtube.com/watch?v=cBu3mTyjqho  

Simple tutting www.youtube.com/watch?v=axpDFvUz8Eo  

Clapping www.youtube.com/watch?v=tXEhm3qVHCc  

Hand jive www.youtube.com/watch?v=n5FXpc1nPr0  

Clapping patterns explained www.youtube.com/watch?v=6k6J1jdQY_w  

Sequence design sheet (or you can draw your own) 

Hand Jive sequence: 

Watch together a sequence of hand movements this could be hand jive or 

tutting moves or clapping sequence (see video for ideas). The sequence needs to 

be challenging and long so that you will find it hard to remember the parts so 

you will have to break down the sequence. 

Now recreate the sequence without looking at it again. Could you teach the 

sequence in a more effective way? Yes! If you break it down into parts. This is 

called decomposition! Can you say why it is useful to break down?  

Can you explain how decomposition is used when creating computer programs like 

animations or games? 

 



 



Geography 

 

We are continuing to find out more about the 

continent Europe.  

Imagine you are on a train journey travelling 

through Europe!  What will you see! 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNx0akt3_XI 

This week we will be finding out more about key 

physical features of Europe such as mountains and 

rivers.  

 

Famous mountain ranges in Europe include: 

The Alps: The Alps are one of the greatest mountain ranges in Europe. They 

stretch from Austria and Slovenia in the east all the way through Italy, 

Switzerland and Germany to France in the west. The highest peak in the Alps is 

Mont Blanc at 4810 metres (15,782 feet) 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z3fycdm/articles/zb3ywty 

The Pyrenees|: Pyrenees mountain chain forms a high, rugged barrier between 

Spain and France. The mountains stretch for 270 miles (430 KM) from the 

Mediterranean Sea in the east to the Atlantic Ocean in the west. Many of the 

mountains in the Pyrenees are more than 9,000 feet (2,740 metres) tall. 

German Alps: https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/geography-ks2-a-

childled-tour-of-inzell-in-bavaria-germany/zn3sgwx 

Fussen in Bavaria: https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/z4wxn39 

Pyrenees mountains: https://www.mountainbug.com/about-the-pyrenees/ 

Massif Central:    https://about-france.com/tourism/massif-central.htm 

Appeninnes:https://emiliaromagnaturismo.it/en#utm_source=ERT&utm_medium

=Uk 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RNx0akt3_XI
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/z3fycdm/articles/zb3ywty
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/geography-ks2-a-childled-tour-of-inzell-in-bavaria-germany/zn3sgwx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/class-clips-video/geography-ks2-a-childled-tour-of-inzell-in-bavaria-germany/zn3sgwx
https://www.bbc.co.uk/education/clips/z4wxn39
https://www.mountainbug.com/about-the-pyrenees/
https://about-france.com/tourism/massif-central.htm
https://emiliaromagnaturismo.it/en#utm_source=ERT&utm_medium=Uk
https://emiliaromagnaturismo.it/en#utm_source=ERT&utm_medium=Uk


Famous Rivers in Europe: 

The River Danube: The 

Danube River is the second 

longest river in Europe, 

flowing 1,785 miles from 

Germany to Ukraine into the 

Black Sea.  

 

 

River Volga: It is Europe's 

longest river, with a length 

of 3,688 kilometres, and 

forms the core of the 

largest river system in 

Europe. It rises in the Valdai Hills of Russia and the mouth of the river is in the 

Caspian Sea. 

European Rivers: https://www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/euriv.htm 

https://www.toporopa.eu/en/rivers_of_europe.html 

Can you find out about other rivers and mountain ranges in Europe? Can you 

locate them on the map? 

 

Create a Europe themed mountains and river snakes and ladders board game. 

You will need: 

 A large piece of paper to create your board or can use a piece of cardboard out 

of your recycling bin. 

 Some coloured pens 

A pencil and ruler.  

 

https://www.worldatlas.com/webimage/countrys/euriv.htm
https://www.toporopa.eu/en/rivers_of_europe.html


 
 

If the player rolls the dice and the counter lands on a river the players counter 

slides down to the bottom of the river. The player’s counter climbs up the 

square to the top of the peak if they land on a mountain. You could label the 

rivers and mountains of Europe on your board game.  

During your mid-morning break maybe you can have a go at playing the game with 

a family member. You could include some challenge questions to test their 

general knowledge about mountains and rivers in Europe.  



Art: Optical Illusions and using shading to show form. 

Optical illusions simply trick our brains into seeing things which may 

or may not be real. Op art is a style of abstract art that creates 

optical illusions with lines, shapes and patterns. Artists have been 

trying to fool people with their artwork for hundreds of years. It’s 

all part of the fun of art! Bridget Riley was an op artist who back in 

the 1960’s exhibited her paintings using this style. 

 Follow the link: https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/explore/who-is/who-

bridget-riley 

Create your own Op art. 

https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/optical-illusions-and-using-shading-to-

show-form-b592d5/ 

https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/explore/who-is/who-bridget-riley
https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/explore/who-is/who-bridget-riley
https://classroom.thenational.academy/lessons/optical-illusions-and-using-shading-to-show-form-b592d5/
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